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A B S T R A C T   

Lameness is one of the costliest pathological problems affecting dairy animals. It is usually assessed by trained 
veterinary clinicians who observe features such as gait symmetry or gait parameters as step counts in real time. 
With the development of artificial intelligence, various modular systems have been proposed to minimize 
subjectivity in lameness assessment. However, the major limitation in their development is the unavailability of a 
public database, as most existing ones are either commercial or privately held. To tackle this limitation, we have 
introduced CowScreeningDB, a multi-sensor database which was built with data from 43 dairy cows. Cows were 
monitored using smart watches during their normal daily routine. The uniqueness of the database lies in its data 
collection environment, sampling methodology, detailed sensor information, and the applications used for data 
conversion and storage, which ensure transparency and replicability. This data transparency makes Cow-
ScreeningDB a valuable and objectively comparable resource for further development of techniques for lameness 
detection for dairy cows. In addition to publicly sharing the database, we present a machine learning technique 
which classifies cows as healthy or lame by using raw sensory data. To facilitate fair comparisons with state-of- 
the-art methods, we introduce a novel benchmark. Combining the database, the machine learning technique and 
the benchmark validate our major objective, which is to establish the relationship between sensor data and 
lameness. The developed technique reports an average accuracy of 77 % for the best case scenario and presents 
perspectives for further development. By introducing this framework which encompasses the database, the 
classification algorithm and the benchmark, we significantly reduce subjectively in lameness assessment. This 
contribution to lameness detection fosters innovation in the field and promotes transparent, reproducible 
research in the pursuit of more effective management of dairy cow lameness. 
Implications: Lameness detection is one of the main tasks in dairy systems, given its importance in the production 
ambit. However, the data used during detection is generally either held privately or sold commercially. In this 
study, we create a multi-sensor database (CowScreeningDB), which can be used for lameness. Because we have 
made the database public1 and free of charge for research purposes, it should act as a benchmark allowing to 
objectively compare techniques put forth to deal with lameness. We also provide details of the sampling system 
used, comprised of hardware and a baseline classification algorithm.   

1. Introduction 

Productivity in livestock farming is negatively affected by house-
keeping costs and dairy diseases such as lameness. In recent years, 

sensor-based artificial intelligence systems have been used to assess the 
overall health of cows, including behavioral changes, body part detec-
tion (Jiang et al., 2019a), etc. Among the physiological behaviors, i.e., 
the physical motion of the cow under observation, lameness is the main 
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cause of the most critical change observed in the gait or stance. Lame-
ness is a collective term for three types of abnormalities, namely, claw 
horn disruption lesions (CHDL), skin lesions, and non-foot lameness 
(Mason, 2007). CHDL is not a single disease, but rather, covers a number 
of non-infectious foot lesions, including sole ulcers, sole hemorrhage, 
and white line disease (Griffiths et al., 2020). Skin lesions are indicative 
of dysfunctional housing of dairy cows (Kielland et al. (2009), while 
non-foot generally includes all non-foot conditions, such as lameness 
due to bone injury and muscle and joint damage (Mason, 2007). 

As lameness is associated with a broad spectrum of health disorders, 
it can serve as a good biomarker for detecting them. Veterinary clini-
cians are thus trained for this at individual and herd levels. However, 
lameness detection can be hard to realize, and additional factors such as 
rain need to be considered (Thompson et al., 2019). Generally, a vet-
erinary clinician can detect lameness by focusing on lameness pre-
dictors, mainly gait and posture traits. Asymmetric gait, reluctance to 
bear weight, short steps, joint flexibility, arched back, head bobbing, 
walking speed, difficulty in turning, and difficulty in rising are the 
predictors which clinicians generally use during a visual inspection 
(Schlageter-Tello et al., 2014). Recent years have seen an increase in 
automation of lameness detection through the use of sensor-based sys-
tems that record force distribution and kinematics (linear, temporal 
and/or angular) measurements or any other combination related to the 
stance or motion of the animal. 

Force platforms are generally used to perform kinetic assessments to 
detect lameness in dairy animals objectively. These devices have been 
used by researchers such as Chapinal and Tucker (2012), who have 
employed them along with video recordings to assess the weight dis-
tribution among limbs and step counts in lame cows. In the same vein, 
Hertem et al. (2013) detected lameness via a tri-variable model using 
logistic regression, which is based on milk yield, rumination, and neck 
activity. Another study, which used logistic regression, was conducted 
by Kamphuis et al. (2013). They used uni-variables such as weight, ac-
tivity (average steps per hour) and features related to milk, and their 
combinations (weight, activity and features related to milk together) 
which converted analysis to multivariable to assess lameness. Bruijnis 
et al. (2010) related foot disorder with lameness using a dynamic sto-
chastic simulation model in a related study. Similarly, Pastell et al. 
(2006) used piezoelectric force sensors for lameness detection. 

Kinematics parameters such as stride length, support time, and 
articular range of motion are the characteristics used by veterinarians to 
assess lameness. In this context, Poursaberi et al. (2010) introduced a 
real-time system for lameness detection based on shape analysis using 
back posture. The authors concluded that posture-based classification 
can operate in real time. Piette et al. (2020) also employed back posture 
analysis to validate the performance of an automatic camera-based 
system. Hartem et al. (2016) compared the performance of a graphic 
video system for lameness detection with a multi-sensor system veri-
fying milk production, activity, and postural changes. They concluded 
that sensor-based videography enhances lameness detection in systems 
with other kinematic sensors in place. In a related work, Zhaoa et al. 
(2018) used a multivariable analysis looking at gait asymmetry, speed, 
tracking up, stance time, stride length, and tenderness to classify a cow 
as sound or lame. Other studies using kinematics were conducted by 
Vázquez Diosdado et al. (2018), Van De Gucht et al., 2017, Maertens 
et al. (2011), and Pastell et al. (2008). However, the studies by Van De 
Gucht et al., 2017 and Pastell et al. (2008) are different from the others 
as they use force sensor-based kinematics. 

The major modalities in the field of automated lameness detection 
systems are reflected in video and image-based methods. These systems 
can detect lameness both online and offline. Among studies considered 
herein are those conducted by Jiang et al. (2022), Kang et al. (2020), 
Jiang et al. (2020), Piette et al. (2020), Jiang et al., (2019b), Zhao et al. 
(2018) and Van Hertem et al. (2014). Unlike digital systems, which are 
used for lameness detection (Kang et al., (2020); Jiang et al. (2020); 
Piette et al. (2020); Jiang et al., (2019b); Zhao et al. (2018) and Van 

Hertem et al. (2014)), Jiang et al. (2022) used an analog system (phase 
alteration line (PAL)). Due to their associated high financial and 
computational costs, the latter systems generally have limited storage 
capacity. For example, media in the systems of Jiang et al. (2022), Kang 
et al. (2020), Jiang et al., (2019b) and Zhao et al. (2018) are limited 
respectively to 40 s, 1 k images, 40 s, 30 s and 7 min. The systems of 
Jiang et al. (2022) and Jiang et al., (2019b) are real-time systems which 
use the back position of cows and a double normal distribution statistical 
model, respectively. However, lameness classification by Kang et al. 
(2020), Piette et al. (2020), Zhao et al. (2018) and Van Hertem et al. 
(2014) is carried out offline, and the authors use supporting phase, back 
posture, leg swing analysis and consecutive night-time milking sessions, 
respectively. 

To reduce associated costs, inertial sensors such as pedometers and 
accelerometers have gained in popularity in recent years. They are in 
widespread use, as reflected by studies such as Lemmens et al. (2023), 
Frondelius et al. (2022), O’Leary et al. (2020a), O’Leary et al. (2020b), 
Borghart et al. (2021), Jarchi et al. (2021), Antanaitis et al. (2021), 
Shahinfar et al. (2021), Taneja et al. (2020), Byabazaire et al. (2019), 
Weigele et al. (2018), Barker et al. (2018), Vázquez Diosdado et al. 
(2018), Beer et al. (2016), Thorup et al. (2016), Thorup et al. (2015), 
Garcia et al. (2014), De Mol et al. (2013), Van Hertem et al. (2013), 
Kamphuis et al. (2013), Van Hertem et al. (2013), Chapinal and Tucker 
(2012), Maertens et al. (2011) and Nielsen et al. (2010). The main 
reason for the popularity of these systems is that they involve a 
continuous sampling of the lameness predictor. Generally, lameness is 
detected using inertial measurements (Borghart et al., 2021; Jarchi 
et al., 2021; Weigele et al., 2018; Barker et al., 2018 and others), milk 
related measurements (Lemmens et al., 2023; Borghart et al., 2021; Van 
Hertem et al., 2016 and others), behavior-related predictors such as 
lying time, number of lying bouts, maximum length of the lying bout, 
roughage feeding time, etc. (Frondelius et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2018; 
Thorup et al., 2016 and others) and a mixture of these mentioned pre-
dictors (Riaboff et al., 2021; Shahinfar et al., 2021 and others). 

In addition to the preceding modalities, videography for sensor data 
is a composite approach in which the computational load is reduced by 
using sensor data-based classification. Studies that have looked at this 
approach include Beer et al. (2016), Van Hertem et al. (2016) and Kokin 
et al. (2014). Table A (Appendix A. Supplementary material) presents a 
summary overview of the above literature review. 

In Table A, studies are compared via hardware (sensors) used to 
sample the prediction parameter (signal), data statistics, lameness levels 
and public sharing. Data statistics are given by Equations (1) and (2): 

SS = NC
(
NS*ND/O

)
(1)  

SV = NC (NS*IR*D) (2) 

where, SS, SV are sensor- and video/image-based statistics, respec-
tively. NC,NS,ND/O, IRandD are the number of cows, sensors/video (im-
ages) files, number of days/observations, image resolution in pixels and 
duration for videos, respectively. Here, SS indicates two types of sensor- 
based results. In the first, results are reported by number of cows, 
number of sensors, and sensor active duration. Results are also reported 
in simplified form by number of cows, number of sensors and number of 
observations. They are differentiated by * which shows the second type. 
Similarly, SV reflects both video- and image-based results represented by 
the † sign. Here, a distinction is made between the video and image 
results by adding two † signs for video based research works. Again, the 
results are given in terms of number of cows, number of images/video 
files and duration, respectively. 

An objective comparison can be done by number of observations/ 
files from a given number of cows. This comparison would be valid for 
image/video -based studies as well as for the sensor-based studies, in 
which the number of observations/files are given. Jiang et al. (2022), 
Kang et al. (2020), Zhao et al. (2018), Lemmens et al. (2023), Borghart 
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et al. (2021) are example of such studies which hold information needed 
for comparison. However, this comparison is not valid for the Frondelius 
et al. (2022), Antanaitis et al. (2021) and similar studies. A further 
complication is added in videography-based studies when the duration 
of videos is considered in comparison with images. A similar difficulty is 
also encountered in sensor-based studies which are based on samples 
(Shahinfar et al., 2021; Borghart et al., 2021), versus studies containing 
sampling duration (Riaboff et al., 2021; Byabazaire et al., 2019). The 
preceding information highlights a critical challenge in objectively 
comparing studies for lameness detection. Another complication arises 
from the need for objective comparisons within similar studies. For 
example, it is challenging comparing Borghart et al. (2021) with Jarchi 
et al. (2021), although both studies are reported in terms of cows, 
number of sensors and observations/files. However, there are 3799 
observations from 164 cows, using 6 sensors, versus 25,624 observations 
from 23 cows, using eight sensors. An extra layer of difficulty is added by 
the lameness scoring. Generally, scoring is reported according to the 
Sprecher et al. (1997) ranking, and is in the 1–5 range. However, 
Frondelius et al. (2022) and Jarchi et al. (2021) have used the paired 
scores for lameness levels. Similarly, certain scores are missing in some 
studies (Garcia et al., (2014) and Barker et al. (2018)). The hardware 
used in lameness detection is also very diverse, and includes a Rumi-
Watch noseband halter, a SONY HDR-CX290E, a Bosch BMI160 inertial 
measurement unit, among others. Finally, all studies (with the exception 
of the present one) do not grant public access to their data, which limits 
objective comparisons of the developed techniques. 

The above-mentioned complicating factors relating to objective 
comparisons all point to the need to establish a public database. In order 
to remove this major limitation, we have introduced CowScreeningDB1, 
along with the necessary information. The critical importance of data in 
the machine learning domain cannot be overemphasized, as evidenced 
by many research works (Martens (2018); Zhao, et al. (2020); Celi et al. 
(2019); Artrith et al. (2021); Shimron, et al. (2022); Rodgers, et al. 
(2023); Aldoseri, et al. (2023); Jain, et al. (2020); Hettinga et al. (2023); 
Hu et al. (2020); Catillo et al. (2022); Dekker (2006); Paullada et al. 
(2021) and Trisovic et al. (2021)), to name but a few. Among these 
studies, certain research endeavors (Zhao,et al., (2020); Hettinga et al. 
(2023); Hu et al. (2020); Catillo et al. (2022) and Celi et al. (2019)) 
reflect the importance of public access to data for machine learning- 
based AI development. Aside from the database being publicly acces-
sible, its quality must be sufficiently high to allow its reuse. In fact, data 
gatherers are expected to abide by the FAIR (Findability, Accessibility, 
Interoperability, Reusability) principle (Martin et al. (2017); Roche et al. 
(2022) and Llebot and Steven (2019)) for public data sharing. Cow-
ScreeningDB data is also collected following this principle, and is 
currently shared at multiple public repositories1. We would like to point 
out that there are indeed private databases using inertial equipment 
similar to that in our study. For example, Benaissa et al. (2019) collected 
data using an accelerometer, but during their study, the dairy cows 
stayed in the barn, and the sampling frequency was less than 1 Hz. It is 
thus not possible to compare their results with our database, in which 
the dairy cows move from the barn to the milking parlor, and the 
sampling frequency is 100 Hz. To the best of our knowledge, there 
therefore is no equivalent database against which ours can be compared. 
The present study is the only one that freely shares full raw inertial 
measurement unit data (accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer) 
sampled at 100 Hz, making it the only database available for public 
research and development for lameness detection in dairy cows. Hence, 
public sharing represents the main contribution of our study. 

Data collection is realized in a bid to study the relationship between 
sensory data and lameness scores. The present study establishes this 
relationship using a machine learning-based inference technique while 
employing classical classification measures, thereby, fulfilling the major 
objective. In short, we are not only offering a database, but we are also 
providing a baseline technique along with it, and this should help re-
searchers as they extend the present work. 

The following are the major highlights of our research:  

• A labeled database, CowScreeningDB, is made available to public. 
The data for this database is collected from both healthy and lame 
cows; the lame cows are characterized by different lameness levels, 
which were assigned by trained veterinary clinicians. The reference 
provided along with the database allows an unbiased assessment of 
lameness.  

• During CowScreeningDB sampling, each cow is observed for 
approximately 6.7 h during their routine life. While the database is 
created, continuous sampling is performed, ensuring that it is 
transparent, and can thus be used for continuous evaluation.  

• Information regarding the sampling and classification system is also 
shared, allowing its reuse by other researchers or domain experts.  

• A benchmark containing standard measures is introduced, allowing 
to objectively compare different techniques. 

2. Material and methods 

The material and methods section is divided into four major sub-
sections: data collection, data distribution, benchmarking criterion, and 
methodology introduced, which includes features used as part of the 
methodology. 

2.1. Data collection 

Farm details and data sampling are included in the data collection. 
The first details of the farms which are used during the study are given 
next. 

2.1.1. Farm details 
The data for this study were obtained from an intensive dual-purpose 

Friesian dairy cattle farm in Gran Canaria, Spain. This farm, boasting a 
total of 1100 animals, focuses on milk production, generating an 
average of 5,750,000 L annually. Each cow contributes to this figure by 
producing an average of 12,700 L per year, equivalent to 35 L of milk per 
day. The herd consists of 580 lactating cows, 220 rebreeding cows, and 
300 designated for meat consumption. The farm’s facilities lack indi-
vidual cubicles, and provide a minimum of 10 square meters of space per 
animal. The farm has implemented an artificial insemination program 
for over a decade, enhancing genetic diversity and overall livestock 
quality. The corral bedding, a mixture of manure and straw, is regularly 
oxygenated to prevent bacterial growth. Concrete surfaces in feeding 
and milking areas facilitate easy cleaning. 

For the study, a sample size of 25–30 animals, both healthy and 
pathological, was determined. This number allowed for comprehensive 
data collection within a reasonable timeframe. Recordings, lasting 5–6 
h, ensured thorough movement data availability. Although the cause of 
lameness in the cows may have had different origins, our focus was on 
differentiating between healthy and lame animals, enabling prompt 
detection of issues. 

The animals’ gait and pathology were assessed using a 5-point 
locomotion scoring system developed by Sprecher et al. (1997), which 
focuses on back arching, weight distribution on limbs when standing, 
and movement patterns. Classification and observation were carried out 
by a professional veterinarian with six years of extensive experience 
with dairy cattle. Animals were assessed once or twice, and rechecks 
were performed within 12 h, ensuring consistency in classifications. 
Previous studies (Eriksson et al. (2020); Sahar et al., 2022) corroborated 
the reliability of this approach, affirming the stability of classifications 
even after 24 h. 

2.1.2. Data sampling 
Data sampling and transfer were carried out using the network dia-

gram shown in Figs. 1-3. From this diagram (Fig. 1), we can see that 
dairy cows are fitted with smart watches fitted with Wi-Fi connectivity. 
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These watches are connected to a smart phone, which in turn is con-
nected to a cloud service. From the cloud service, data is given as an 
input to the classification algorithm, which classifies a cow as either 
healthy or lame. Fig. 2 presents details regarding the sampled file. From 
the Figure, we can see that the file was saved using comma-separated 
values (CSV) on May 15, 2022. The file name also includes the storage 
start time along with the position of the sensor. For recording the full 
database, a smart watch was placed on one of the cow’s four legs, as can 
be seen in Fig. 3. From points, A and B, it can be seen that watches were 
firmly attached to the legs of the cows using straps attached to an Apple 
Watch 6, and thus, the orientations of all the sensors, including the 
accelerometer, the gyroscopes and the magnetometer remained the 
same. By keeping the sensors at a relatively fixed position on the leg, 
only inertial data from the former were recorded, and the noise contri-
bution due to the motion of the sensors themselves was very small. 
Utilizing the apparatus enabled the recorded signals to maintain a high 
signal-to-noise ratio, eliminating the need to apply any signal condi-
tioning technique before segmentation (as shown in Fig. 6). 

The placement of the device on the limbs was done randomly, 
including on the affected limb. This random placement of the sensor 
helped eliminate bias and proved the sensor’s capacity to detect lame-
ness without targeting specific limbs. Animals adapted well to wearing 

the sensors, which were lightweight, and the initial minutes of re-
cordings made during placement manipulation were excluded to ensure 
accurate data collection. 

Our teams at the University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria created an 
app specifically designed to capture data in this study. This app allows 
the veterinarian to select the paw where the watch will be located. As 
such, the registered leg, recording date, and animal identification 
number are included in each stored file name. The watch records 
continuously, storing recorded data in consecutive 90-second files. Once 
the data is recorded on the smart watch, it is synchronized with a smart 
phone and uploaded to the cloud for storage. Each file contains 13 
columns with temporal information data, cow-generated acceleration 
(without gravity) for all three axes of the device, gravity (three axes), 
gyroscope data (radial velocity) of the three axes, and the attitude (yaw, 
pitch, and roll). An Apple Watch 6, an Apple iPhone and iCloud were 
used, but any other smart watch, smart phone and cloud service com-
bination could also be utilized. 

Three sensors, namely, a gyroscope, a magnetometer and acceler-
ometers, were used in the present study. Information regarding accel-
eration and radial velocity was collected directly using the gyroscope 
and accelerometer. Similarly, the Apple watch also provided informa-
tion on gravity after post-processing. However, for information on the 

Fig. 1. Network Diagram. The figure shows the main components used in the sampling of data and classification. Smart watches are attached to the lower part of 
hind legs, which are connected to a smart phone. An application is installed in the smart phone to convert raw data collected to a format suitable for saving on cloud 
servers. The classifier, who is generally a person, downloads the data from cloud and feeds it to a machine learning based-classification algorithm which categorizes 
cows as healthy or lame. 

Fig. 2. The figure shows the name of a file which itself contains the sampling information. It can be seen that this specific file was sampled from a cow which was 
healthy as its lameness level was 1. Sensors were located on the rear left leg, and data was collected at 14 min and 57 s after 11o’clock on May 15, 2022. The data was 
saved using the comma-separated value file format. 
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attitude (radial position), the direction of the reference pole using a 
magnetometer was also initialized. The sampling rate, i.e., the sampling 
frequency used, was 100 Hz. 

Afterwards, the data was transmitted to the mobile phone and to the 
cloud service. Data can be appended in serial or parallel, giving 43 cows 
and 11,518 samples, respectively. Section 2.2 presents statistics for 
CowScreeningDB. An analytical overview of the multi-sensor data is 
given in Table 1, where it can be seen that the data is composed of 
different physical signals, i.e., acceleration, gravity, radial velocity and 
attitude, meaning that the data is separable when different signals are 
considered separately. 

2.2. Data distribution 

Figs. 4 and 5 show the data collected for CowScreeningDB along with 
the necessary associated statistics. From Fig. 4, it can be seen that there 
are five categories of cows in terms of lameness. A cow with lameness 
score of 1 represents a sound (healthy) cow, followed by cows with 
lameness scores of 2–5, which are with various levels of lameness. Fig. 4- 
a also shows a binary categorization of cows as healthy or lame. There 
are 19 healthy cows, and 7, 6, 6 and 5 lame cows respectively with 
lameness scores of 2–5. Fig. 4-b presents the number of samples per 
lameness score. There are 4787 samples (a file of 90 s) taken from 
healthy cows, 19 in number, as shown in Fig. 4-a. Similarly, 1038, 1630, 
2432 and 1631 samples are respectively collected from the lame cows. 

As can be seen, there are 19 versus 24 cows for the healthy and lame 
categories, with 4787 and 6731 samples, respectively. 

Fig. 5 presents data in the form of average number of samples and 
average time duration for the different lameness scores using box plots. 
From the box plots shown, it can be inferred that the data varies between 
different lameness scores both with respect to samples as well as time 
duration. 

2.3. Benchmarking criteria 

For CowScreeningDB, the benchmarking criteria for the evaluation 
of technique are as follows. 

Classification benchmark: Table 2 indicates that data could be used 
for binary as well as multi-class classification using the standard mea-
sures of sensitivity, specificity, precision and accuracy. If the binary class 
points towards an abnormal animal, the multi-class classification 
screens the particular level of lameness for that case. 

Ablation study: An ablation study is generally conducted to select the 
most discriminating features or signals. 

Since four different types of signals were used in this study, any 
subsequent technique introduced will therefore have to report results 
regarding the most discriminating signals and features used. Prospective 
studies could be further incorporate to include the fusion of different 
signals such as combining acceleration with gravity and another similar 
combination. As mentioned above, the minimum criterion for bench-
marking is the binary classification, along with an ablation study 
regarding the selection of the most discriminating signals and features. 
However, an in-depth study could be extended to include multi-class 
classification. In the next section (Section 2.4), the details of a ma-
chine learning-based classification system are given, which could be 
used as a baseline for future studies. 

2.4. Methodology 

Once data is converted into serial format, it is then classified using 
the machine learning-based classification system. However, data con-
version to the serial format is challenging due to length variation among 
the samples. To address this issue, a length normalization could be done. 
In the present case, length variation between signals makes them un-
suitable for length equalization using the normalization method as the 
variations are too great. Therefore, features which could reflect the 
global nature of signals are extracted. For example, the power distri-
bution in the frequency spectra could reflect the frequency behavior 
related to the inertial data. For the present study, feature extraction is 
applied for segmented as well as non-segmented signals, as provided in 
the classification technique in Fig. 6. The system can be divided into 
three main modules, namely, segmentation algorithm, feature calcula-
tion, and classification network. The modules are introduced next, 
starting with the segmentation algorithm. 

Segmentation algorithm: This algorithm is comprised of a 3rd-order 
moving median filter and an 8th-order zero phase filter homomorphic 
filter with a cutoff of 3 Hz, and normalization. A moving median filter 
removes the spike noise from the signal, which is then given as an input 
to the homomorphic filter. Homomorphic filtering uses the Hilbert 
transform to enhance the average components. 

The details of operations applied during homomorphic filtering are 
given in Equations 3–7 and Fig. 7. From the equations, we can infer that 
during homomorphic filtering, the signal x[n] is considered to be 
comprised of low frequency (f [n]) and high frequency (h[n]) components, 
and the latter component refers to the lameness contents in the present 
case. To filter these contents, a Hilbert transformation along with 
filtering and log-based manipulations are applied. Fig. 7 shows the 
sequence in which these operation are applied, with the Hilbert trans-
formation being the starting operation. The cutoff of the low pass filter 
was at 3 Hz, which was set empirically. 

Finally, normalization ([0,1]) is applied to the filtered signal. For the 

Fig. 3. Data transfer system composed of sensor attached to the cow, an Apple 
Watch 6 and an iPhone App. An Apple watch was recording data during the 
routine life of a cow. Arrows ‘A’ and ‘B’ show the watches attached to the paw 
of the cow during two dairy activities. during milking in milking parlor and 
during a normal walk. The firm grip of the straps attached to the watch (Apple 
Watch 6) kept the Apple Watch intact, ensuring the fixed orientation of sensors 
inside. By keeping the Watch and embedded sensors in place, signal noise due 
to the watch’s motion was minimized. The figure also shows the reference 
orientation of the Apple Watch 6 with the respect to the x-, y- and z-axes. Once 
data was collected, they were transmitted to a local system as well as to a 
cloud service. 

Table 1 
Details of the signals in the database. Here, ST is the signal type for which units 
are also given, respectively. Acceleration, gravity, angular rotation and roll, 
pitch, and yaw all have three components, which are directed along x-, y- and z- 
axes.  

Channel No./ 
ST(Unit) 

Time Acceleration Gravity Angular 
Rotation 

Roll, Pitch 
and Yaw 

1 S – – – – 
2:4 – m/s2 – – – 
5:7 – – m/s2 – – 
8:10 – – – Radian/s – 
11:13 – – – – Radian  
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segmentation algorithm, every sample with a power greater than a given 
threshold (10 %) is considered as motion, with the remaining samples 
representing resting positions. Lameness predictors, such as gait sym-
metry, steps per unit time and ratio of rest to motion are calculated 
during motion. Hence, segmenting a signal into motion and rest can aid 
in lameness detection. However, in this study, segmentation is used to 
increase the number of features (Section 2.4) from 184 to 370 for 
lameness detection. 

Features: Features are characteristics or attributes which can be used 
to discriminate a healthy cow from a lame one. Two such features, 
namely, the cumulative distribution frequency (CDF) and the Chirplet Z 
transform (CZT), are shown in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8-a, it can be seen that 
the CDF slope for a lame cow is close to unity, but it is changing 
continuously for a healthy cow. 

x[n] = h[n]f [n] (3)  

log(x[n] ) = log(h[n]f [n] ) (4)  

log(x[n] ) = log(h[n] ) + log(f [n] ) (5)  

elog(x[n]) = elog(f [n]) (6)  

x[n] = f [n] (7) 

A change in slope refers to an abrupt change in power when the cow 
is in motion. Hence, a healthy cow moves with more power and agility in 
comparison with a lame one. Similarly, in Fig. 8-b, the distribution of 
frequency contents is shown for an acceleration signal. From the figure, 
we can see that the morphology (shape) of spectral contents can be used 
to differentiate between a lame and a healthy cow. Features used during 
the study are primarily based on the mentioned features, along with the 
power-based features. Details on features are given below, starting with 
transform-based features. 

Chirplet Z Transform features: These are spectral features that are 
calculated using the Chirplet transform. The Chirplet Z Transform 
(Equation (9) is a modified version of the Fast Fourier Transform, which 
is given here in Equation (8): 

X(K) =
∑N− 1

n=0
x[n]e−

jπnk
N n,K = 0,⋯⋯N − 1) (8) 

Fig. 4. Data statistics for CowScreeningDB using lameness scores. (a) The figure shows the data division by designated lameness score (1–5), with level 1 indicating a 
healthy cow. Lame cows are represented by lameness scores of 2–5. (b) The figure shows the data by number of samples/lameness score. 

Fig. 5. Data distribution by average number of samples and average time duration related to samples. (a) Box plot of average number of samples for different 
lameness scores; (b) Box plot of average time duration of samples collected for a given lameness score. The average time duration is in hours. 
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CZT[x(n)] = X(Zk) =
∑N− 1

n=0
x[n]z− n

k  

zk = AWk = A0ejθ0 W0e− jφ0 n,K = 0, 1⋯⋯N − 1 (9) 

In the above equations (8),9), x[n] is the input signal and X(K) and 
X(Zk) are the Fast Fourier Transform and the Chirplet Z Transform, 
respectively (Hu and Zhu (2011)). From Equations (8),9), it can be 
inferred that the Fourier and Chirplet Transforms are calculated on a 
unit circle (e−

jπnk
N ) and an arc, which is parameterized (A0ejθ0 , W0e− jφ0 ). 

The Chirplet Z Transforms are calculated for original as well as 
segmented signals. The resultant transforms are both normalized ([0,1]) 
and greatly decimated with a decimation factor. Three statistical fea-
tures, namely, the mean, standard deviation and inverse coefficient of 
variation, are also calculated from the decimated and normalized 
Chirplet Z transforms. 

Power-based features: The motion percentage, the power percentage 
and the power crossing are global power-based features. The motion 
percentage is a heuristic feature that is based on the consecutivity of the 
samples, and is zero for consecutive samples. The power percentage is 
the ratio of the absolute power of segmented to unsegmented signals 
(Equation (10), and the power crossing indicates the point where the 
Chirplet spectrum crosses its mean. 

PP =
Ps

Pus
(10) 

In Equation (10), Ps, Pus represent the power in the segmented and 
unsegmented signal, respectively. 

Cumulative distribution frequency (CDF)-based features: These are 
features based on the power profile of the signals. The major steps used 
to calculate these features are shown in Fig. 8-c. Initially, a signal 
amplitude is converted into an absolute amplitude, which is then con-
verted into a power profile using Equation (11) given below. For this 
study, the power profile is decimated such that N is equal to 90, as 
shown in Fig. 8-a. 

X(K) =
∑K

n=1
x[n] n,K = 1, 2,⋯⋯N (11) 

The total number of features used in the study is 370, as shown in 
Table 2. 

• Classification network: The support vector machine is a classifier 
which uses a decision boundary, support vectors and hyper-planes to 
distinguish between classes. Support vectors are placed on the positive 
(Class 1) as well as negative hyper-planes (Class 2). The support vector 
machine tries to increase the distance between both hyper-planes in 
order to distinguish classes [20, 21]. The following is the model used for 
classification: 

y =

{
+1, if X→• ω→+ b

→
≥ 0.

− 1, if X→• ω→+ b
→

< 0.
(12) 

In Equation (12), X, w, b and ’•’ are the input (features), weights, 
biases and dot operator. As the model in the equation is linear model, w 
and b represent the slope and y-intercept, respectively. Moreover, the 
dot product is conducted between the features and weights, and the 
result is added to the biases. From Equation (12), it is apparent that 

Equation X→• ω→ + b
→

> 0 points to one class, i.e., a healthy cow, in the 

Fig. 6. Classification system consisting in sensor-based data acquisition followed by its conversion into format suitable for input to a machine learning algorithm. An 
SVM (support vector machine) classifies the data in terms of healthy and lame cows. Data is sampled during the routine life of a cow, as shown in the figure. Under 
“Data Collection. (Sensor)”, arrows ‘A’ and ‘B’ highlight the sensor, i.e., the Apple Watch 6. 

Table 2 
Dimensionality and parameters of features used during the study. The total number of features is 370, and out of these, 362 are either CZT- or CDF-based features, 
where NM, NH, δAvg. and DF represent the filter orders of moving median, filter orders of homomorphic filters, average threshold, and decimation factor, respectively.  

NM NH Normalization δAvg. DF CZT Statistical Power CDF Total 

3 8 [0,1] 90 100 2 × 90 2 × 3 2 × 2 2 × 90 370  

Fig. 7. Overview of homomorphic filtering process. Basic building blocks are the Hilbert transform, absolute value calculation, log and antilog transformations and 
filtering. Here, low pass and zero phase filters are applied to retain the low frequency along with the mentioned processes. 
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present study. A failure of the condition mentioned in Equation (12) will 
result in the assignment of label of another class in the case of binary 
classification. A pictorial representation of a support vector machine is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

For a binary SVM, a linear SVM with a third-order polynomial kernel 
function was used, along with an iterative single data algorithm solver. 

Default values were used for box constraints (Cost ([01]), empirical 
prior probabilities, and nonstandard predictor values, and initial 
weights were set to [11]), with zero probability for outliers. In the 
present study, K-fold validation was also applied, giving binary classi-
fication in terms of healthy versus lame cows. The classification system 
results are given in Section 3. The technique presented above was 

Fig. 8. Features used during the study for classification and procedure to calculate cumulative distribution feature. (a, b) show the cumulative distribution frequency 
and Chirplet Z transform-based features. From the figures, healthy and lame cows can be discriminated using cumulative distribution feature as the slope of healthy 
and lame profiles can easily be differentiated. Similarly, the distribution of the spectral contents of the lame cow is different from healthy cow’s. (c) First, the signal 
amplitude is converted into an absolute amplitude. Then, Equation (11) is used to convert the absolute amplitude into cumulative features, during which decimation 
is also applied. 
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implemented using MATLAB 2022a on a Dell Inspiron 15 7000 Gaming 
series computer with 16 Gb RAM, Ci7, 7th Generation, and 4 Gb GPU 
RAM. 

3. Results 

The performance of the presented technique was validated using the 
minimum criterion given above, i.e., binary classification (healthy/lame 
cow), along with ablation studies. The criteria applied were named 
Protocol-I and Protocol-II hereafter, and evaluation metrics used in the 
study are given below in Equation 13. 

In Equation (5), True positive (TP) and True negative (TN) refer to 
the situations when a ‘healthy cow’ is detected as a ‘healthy cow’ and a 
‘lame cow’ is not detected as a ‘healthy cow’. False positive (FP) and 
false negative (FN) convert a ‘lame cow’ into a ‘healthy cow’ and a 
‘healthy cow’ is detected as a ‘lame cow’, respectively. Using these 
definitions, sensitivity, specificity, precision and accuracy evaluation 
measures are defined in Equation 13. 

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN  

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP  

Precision =
TP

TP + FP  

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP
(13) 

Along with the above measures, an area under curve (AUC) using a 
receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curve is also used. An ROC curve 
is a graphical tool to show the performance of a classification model at 
all classification thresholds. It is plot of a false positive rate (1-speci-
ficity) along the x-axis and of a true positive rate, i.e., sensitivity, along 
the y-axis. As mentioned above, the AUC can be calculated using the 
ROC curve. The larger the area, the greater the classification accuracy of 
the classifier used. 

Protocol I. During Protocol I, all features from all signals, i.e., ac-
celeration, gravity, angular position and angular velocity, are used. 
Hence, all 12 signals and features calculated from these signals are used. 
Table 3 and Fig. 9 present the performance of the system. The table 
shows that the best and worst accuracies are 77 % and 46 %, respec-
tively. The areas under the curves are 0.69 and 0.38, calculated using 
ROC curves for the biggest and the smallest areas, and these are shown 
in Fig. 9 (a, c). 

Protocol II. Protocol II assesses the most discriminating signals and 
features (Table 4). From the results, it can be inferred that the angular 
velocity represents the most discriminating signals (Table 4-a). Simi-
larly, the performance of CZT and CDF features is similar as they 
represent the majority of features used for classification (Table 4-b). 

The data distribution used during the study was 70/30 %, where 70 
% represents the training data and 30 % represents the test data. 

Moreover, for all protocols, 10-fold cross-validation was used along with 
the area under the curve to compare the system performance. The per-
formance is given in Tables 3 and 4 and in Fig. 9. The tables and figure 
show that the selected features can accurately classify the given signal. 

4. Discussion 

This section covers general information about major contributions, 
future recommendations and comparisons with the state of the art. The 
study’s main contributions encompass public sharing of the database, 
signal analysis, and the impact of machine learning algorithms. Addi-
tionally, the research recommends the development of handheld devices 
for lameness detection.. Finally, a brief comparison with the state of the 
art is carried out. 

4.1. Public sharing of data 

From the studies mentioned in the introduction (Section 1) and in 
Table A (Appendix A, Supplementary material), we can see that various 
sensor-based techniques are being used to predict lameness. However, 
none of the studies mentioned share data in the public domain, and any 
referenced data is either commercially available or private in nature 
(Chapinal and Tucker, 2012). To the best of our knowledge, the present 
study is the only one that shares a database for public research and 
development. Another unique feature of the study is that it shares 
complete information on the hardware and firmware utilized. In Section 
2, we presented the information on the hardware used, composed of an 
Apple iWatch 6, an Apple iPhone, and iCloud. Although we used this 
specific equipment, any other smart watch, smart phone and cloud 
service combination could also be used. The only proprietary component 
of our study is the App, which is used to convert data from smart watches 
to a smart phone. The presented detailed information can be used for 
future development of similar lameness detection projects using a 
sensor-based methodology. 

4.2. Signal analysis 

The data we shared consists of four different types of physical signals, 
which can be processed individually, as shown in Table 1. To further 
stress the individual characteristics of these signals, a data example is 
plotted in Fig. 10. From the figure, we can see that acceleration and 
gravity signals have more dispersion in their values than does the gravity 
signal. Similarly, roll, yaw, and pitch are more reflective of the digital 
behavior of the magnetometer. Moreover, the morphologies of the sig-
nals during very low amplitudes, as indicated by points ‘A’, are very 
different. With the preceding information, the lameness assessment can 
be enhanced. 

Furthermore, information from similar properties could be used for 
the binary, as well as multi-class, assessment of lameness. Another 
aspect of the database is its average duration of observation, which is 
approximately 6.7 h; this is helpful when it comes to assessing the in-
dividual motion of a cow. Using our database alongside an observation 
study in a case-control scenario of healthy versus lame cows, we can thus 
extend the analysis to identify a cow. 

4.3. Performance enhancement of machine learning algorithm 

In Section 1, it was highlighted that lameness is caused by many 
factors. Therefore, to improve the average performance, new features 
must be added. Moreover, the information extracted from these features 
can be enhanced by calculating them at high resolution. That means that 
instead of using features composed of 370 points, they could be calcu-
lated at 1 k or even 2 k resolution. Features from multiple domains could 
be used to enrich this information. For example, employing the Hilbert 
transform enables to extract the lower and upper envelopes of a signal, 
thereby representing a time-based analysis. Moreover, time–frequency 

Table 3 
System performance for Protocol I. Precision (Pre.), Sensitivity (Sen.), Speci-
ficity (Spe.), and Accuracy (Acc.) vary between 46 and 77 % for worst to best 
case scenarios, where H and L represent healthy and lame cows, respectively.   

H L Avg. H L Avg. H L Avg. 

TP 4 2 3 3 4 3.5 5 5 5 
FP 4 3 3.5 2 4 3 1 2 1.5 
FN 3 4 3.5 4 2 3 2 1 1.5 
TN 2 4 3 4 3 3.5 5 5 5 
Pre. 50 40 46 60 50 54 83 71 77 
Sen. 57 33 46 43 67 54 71 83 77 
Spe. 33 57 46 67 43 54 83 71 77 
Acc. 46 46 46 54 54 54 77 77 77  
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decomposition could be used to get information at multiple levels. In 
this regard, techniques such as Wavelet, empirical mode decomposition, 
and others are useful. 

The above-detailed techniques can be further divided into goal- 
oriented and data-driven techniques. We can also use numerical 

techniques such as principal component analysis, non-negative factor-
ization, and singular vector decomposition (SVD). All the techniques can 
be used individually or can be combined. For example, SVD can be 
applied after decomposing the signal using Wavelets. However, the main 
purpose is to extract and enrich information, which is useful for 

Fig. 9. Performance of the system using Protocol I. During this protocol, the system is tested using all features from all signals. (a, b) Worst and average case scenario, 
where the area under the curve (AUC) varies between 0.38 and 0.69. (c) A significant increase can be observed in AUC for the best case scenario, where H and L 
represent healthy and lame cows, respectively. 

Table 4 
Results of ablation studies with respect to the selection of the most discriminating signals and features. Results from Table 4-a show that angular velocity signals are the 
most discriminating. H, L, and Avg. represent healthy, lame, and average cows, respectively.   

(a)Ablation study for selection of the most discriminating signals     

Acceleration signals Gravity signals Angular position signals Angular velocity signals 

H L Avg. H L Avg. H L Avg. H L Avg. 

TP 1 6 3.5 0 5 2.5 3 3 3 6 2 4 
FP 0 6 3 1 7 4 3 4 3.5 4 1 2.5 
FN 6 0 3 7 1 4 4 3 3.5 1 4 2.5 
TN 6 1 3.5 5 0 2.5 3 3 3 2 6 4 
Pre. 100 50 54 0 42 38 50 43 46 60 67 62 
Sen. 14 100 54 0 83 38 43 50 46 86 33 62 
Spe. 100 14 54 83 0 38 50 43 46 33 86 62 
Acc. 54 54 54 38 38 38 46 46 46 62 62 62   

(b) Ablation studies for CZT and CDF features    

CZT Features  CDF Features  

H L Avg. H L Avg. H L Avg.  H L Avg. H L Avg. H L Avg. 

TP 3 2 2.5 3 3 3 4 5 4.5  3 2 2.5 4 3 3.5 6 2 4 
FP 4 4 4 3 4 3.5 1 3 2  4 4 4 3 3 3 4 1 2.5 
FN 4 4 4 4 3 3.5 3 1 2  4 4 4 3 3 3 1 4 2.5 
TN 2 3 2.5 3 3 3 5 4 4.5  2 3 2.5 3 4 3.5 2 6 4 
Pre. 43 33 38 50 43 46 80 63 69  43 33 38 57 50 54 60 67 62 
Sen. 43 33 38 43 50 46 57 83 69  40 33 38 57 50 54 86 33 62 
Spe. 33 43 38 50 43 46 83 57 69  33 43 38 50 57 54 33 86 62 
Acc    

.           

38 38 38 46 46 46 69 69 69  38 38 38 54 54 54 62 62 62  
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detecting lameness. Nevertheless, the machine learning technique could 
be further enhanced as indicated. However, these techniques lack the 
sequential information that is present in the signal. As such, deep 
learning techniques could be explored to use this sequential 
information. 

We have presented the specifics of binary classification in the results 
section. Additionally, the database provides an opportunity for con-
ducting multi-class classification experiments, as highlighted in the 
benchmark section (Section 2.3) for the benefit of the research com-
munity. Building upon the framework employed for binary classifica-
tion, our multi-class classification achieved a precision of 0.21, a 
sensitivity of 0.20, a specificity of 0.80, and an accuracy of 0.26. These 
results indicate that our data exhibits variance that can be harnessed, 
albeit requiring the incorporation of high-resolution features to validate 
the aforementioned proposals. This underscores the positive potential 
for further enhancements and advancements in our research. 

4.4. Development of hand-held devices for lameness detection 

During this study, we also shared our base system for binary classi-
fication to allow objective comparisons with future studies. This base 
system uses the support vector machine (SVM) as a machine learning 
technique, which is a supervision-based strategy. However, other clas-
sification techniques such as clustering and Monte Carlo can also be 
explored. Clustering is an example of an unsupervised- based technique 
and Monte Carlo represents reinforcement learning. The major differ-
ence between the supervisory and non-supervisory approaches is the 
availability of labeled data for classification as supervision-based tech-
niques need initial training before being used during evaluation. Simi-
larly, semi-supervision-based methods can also be used. Another 
perspective for exploration could be hardware implementation in real- 

time processing. It represents the transfer of such algorithms to 
controller-based hardware such as the Raspberry pi (Raspberry pi, 2023) 
and Atmega and Alf and Vergart’s Risc (AVR Microchip Technology, 
2023). 

4.5. Comparison with existing studies 

As highlighted in the introduction (Section 1), an objective com-
parison with existing studies is not possible due to variations in data 
(number of files, sampling frequency, duration, etc.). Moreover, in the 
Data Sampling section (Section 2.1.4), we also highlight that different 
hardware could be used. This approach maintains a fair comparison by 
keeping the underlying framework consistent. For such a comparison, 
we also provide a base algorithm which could be used to that end in 
future studies. It should also be pointed out that the data provided (43 ×
11,518 = 495,274) can be used in developing both machine learning- 
and deep learning-based lameness detection systems as similar (and 
even smaller) data volumes have already been used in other studies 
(Borghart et al., 2021(164 × 3799 = 623,036); Jarchi et al., 2021(23 ×
25624 = 589,352); Van De Gucht et al., 2017 (45 × 1240 = 55,800); Van 
Hertem et al., 2016 (242 × 3629 = 878,218); Thorup et al., 2015 (348 ×
959 = 333,732); Kokin et al., 2014 (33 × 481 = 15,873) and Van Hertem 
et al., 2014 (186 × 744 = 138,384)). Hence, our study represents a 
breakthrough in the field of lameness detection using inertial data. 

The raw data from sensors could be used in multiple ways; for 
example, it could predict lameness based on the activity of a cow. As 
shown in Fig. 10, Point A shows the part of a signal where the cow’s 
activity level is at a minimum, and such an area could represent a 
resting/zero-activity position. The relationship between activity and 
resting position could be explored. Moreover, in our system, the data is 
being recorded as the cow goes about its daily activities, as the sensor is 

Fig. 10. Details of the signals within multi-sensor data for a cow. (a) Acceleration signals oriented along the x-, y- and z-coordinates. (b) Gravity signals are also 
oriented along the x-, y- and z-coordinates. (c-d) Two types of rotational signals, i.e., angular rotation along the x-, y-, and z-coordinates and roll, pitch, and yaw 
signals. The arrow ‘A’ points to the duration of the signals, noting where activity is at a minimum. 
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attached in the morning while the cow is in the milking parlor, and is 
removed during the second session, which is generally after 5–7 h. As 
such, the daily life of a cow is recorded, which can also be used for a 
transition of the health level from healthy to lame. 

5. Conclusion 

Our study proves that different sensors in close proximity to one 
another can be embedded to create a multi-sensor which is lightweight 
and capable of doing recordings for long periods. For dairy farms, this 
data is useful for lameness detection, as we have successfully correlated 
lameness with recorded inertial data. We also have hypothesized that 
the type of sampling covered herein can be useful for other quadrupeds, 
such as goats, pigs, camels, horses, etc., because of their similarity with 
the cows’ structure. 

By introducing our database, CowScreeningDB, and making it pub-
licly available, we therefore contribute significantly to removing limi-
tations faced in obtaining lameness data. Moreover, we have presented a 
base algorithm along with a benchmark allowing objective comparisons. 
A number of analysis techniques are proposed, with deep learning, 
which considers the sequential nature of data, coming out on top. 
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